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The graviton solutions for the glueball spectrum of ref. [1] interpreted in a different manner lead
to very interesting results which we describe in this comment.
PACS numbers: 12.38.-t, 12.38.Aw,12.39Mk, 14.70.Kv
I. INTRODUCTION
In previous work we studied in detail the graviton solutions for different models of AdS5 and established a detailed
comparison with the lattice glueball spectrum [1]. In here we recall the same equations and models for the graviton
and proceed inversely, we plot the solutions of the AdS5 modes and over them we seed the lattice data. To go from
the AdS/QCD solutions to the lattice data we only use one scale. This way of proceeding leads to very interesting
comparison which merits the present comment.
Let us show the precise lattice data with their corresponding errors, which have been obtained from the mentioned
calculations by summing all different types of errors in quadrature.
0++ 2++ 0++ 2++ 0++ 0++
MP 1730± 94 2400 ± 122 2670 ± 222
YC 1719± 94 2390 ± 124
LTW 1475± 72 2150 ± 104 2755 ± 124 2880 ± 164 3370± 180 3990± 277
Lattice 1631± 50 2313 ± 68 2713 ± 127 2880 ± 164 3370± 180 3990± 277
TABLE I: Glueball masses (MeV) from lattice calculations MP [3], YC [6] and LTW [5] and Lattice (average)
We have not included the lattice results from the unquenched calculation [7] to be consistent, which however, in
this range of masses and for these quantum numbers are in agreement with the shown results within errors.
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FIG. 1: Gluebal spectrum obtined by the hardwall approach. The figure on the right shows the 0++ glueballs. The figure on
the left shows the tensor 2++ glueballs. The solid line shows the solution for Cauchy boundary conditions and the dotted line
for Neumann boundary conditions.
II. GLUEBALLS AS GRAVITONS
The first calculation discussed in ref. [1] is the hardwall calculation [8]. We show in Fig.1 two interpolations of the
graviton modes one for Cauchy and the other for Neumann boundary conditions as a function of the mode number
for scalar and tensor glueballs. Our notation for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . differs from that of ref. [8] k = kB − 1.The energy
scale, the only free parameter used, has been fixed to optimize the agreement. The fit comes out linear and the slope
2is fixed by AdS. We could say the agreement is fair, but the slope of the lattice calculation and AdS are certainly
different.
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FIG. 2: Gluebal spectrum obtained from the graviton of the softwall model of ref.[9]. The solid curve fits the lower scalar
glueball masses and the dashed curve the higher glueball scalar masses.
The second model we analyzed was that of ref.[9]. The mode equations for the scalar and tensor components of the
graviton lead to the following spectrum
M2
0
= 4k + 8,
M2
2
= 4k + 12,
with k = 0, 1, . . .. We can write a unique equation for both tensor and scalar graviton components assuming that the
tensor graviton component start at k = 1, while the scalar graviton component at k = 0. The relation to the mode
number is quadratic in the mass. We plot in Fig. 2 this equation and find a good agreement with the data within
errors. We show two fits, one aimed at fixing the lower mass glueballs and the other aimed at fitting the higher mass
glueballs. The experimental value for the lowest scalar glueball 1631± 50 GeV is too low, while its N infinity limit of
ref.[5] 1827± 136 is better reproduced. Despite the goodness of the fit, it seems that a linear relation is wanted by
the data instead of a quadratic one. It must be recalled [1] that the scalar and tensor graviton components in this
model satisfy the same equations as the scalar and tensor fields of ref. [9].
Finally we plot the results of the model of ref [1] in Fig. 3. In the left figure we use the same equation for the scalar
and the tensor component of the graviton, as comes out naturally from the graviton equations. The fits are good.
The two curves aim at fitting the lower mass glueballs (solid) and the higher mass glueballs (dotted) respectively. If
we compare this fit with the prevoius fit in Fig 2 we see that the lattice data require a linear relation and the graviton
in our simple model of AdS gives a linear fit and a reasonable slope. In the right figure we add to the graviton a
conventional mass term to its tensor component and the result is not so good, due to the fact that the scale factor
of the scalar is too large for the tensor with mass. Thus it seems the graviton is approaching the glueball spectrum
without the need of an additional mass term.
III. CONCLUSION
In our previous work [1] we have aimed at fitting the exact spectrum. This has produced some difficulties because
as it is clearly seen in the present comment, there are states in the AdS spectrum that are missing in the lattice
spectrum. For example the scalar state for the k = 1 mode is missing, and the same happens with the k = 3, 4
tensor modes. Our attitude here has been very different. We plot the dynamics of AdS as it comes out and seed the
lattice data, and they fall close to the dynamical curves. Why are some states missing? The missing tensor states
correspond to high modes and lattice calculations could have missed them, however the scalar mode at k = 1 should
have been found with the actual level of precision. Thus we see two possibilities, either the state does not exists and
the dynamics of AdS corresponding to QCD is much more complicated then the one we have studied, or the state
will be found and AdS as used is really explaining the spectrum. The last possibility is exciting. In any case looking
at Figs.2 and 3 one has to accept that AdS is really telling us something about the strong interactions.
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FIG. 3: Left: We show the glueball spectrum obtained using the model of ref.[1]. The solid curve is fitted to the lower glueball
masses and agrees relatively well with the N →∞ limit of the lowest scalar glueball of ref.[5]. The dotted curve aims its fitting
the the higher masses. Right: The glueball spectrum using the same model but adding the conventional mass term for the
tensor component. The solid line aims at fitting the lowest scalar massess and the dotted curve the tensor glueball masses.
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